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ABX'I?ACT 
An experimental inveat%gation was conducted to exrme the flop 
ffeld produced when a secondary gas is injected tits a auprsonic 
pr%nary stream. A preliminary anal,yticaE kveat3gatIon revealed that 
several mrameters (such as the primary and secondary gas propertiesg 
flov conditions and geometrical parameters) -were idl~eatid in determ&z- 
q-ng the nature of the f'kw field produced by secondary injection and the 
resulting side force. The invest%gation repatid herein is concerned 
v:th the results of a systematic. variatiou of these parameters. 
Eqertients were conducted in a. Mch 2.0, two-d%mension&l blov dew 
tid tunnel utilizfng air as the primary and. secondary gases. The 
sewndary gas was injected thrszgh a rectangular spot eJxtending the 
width ctf the primary nozzle0 Tie area of the alot !.+a~ varied from 
l/z$to 10% or the primary nszzPe throat area -dn five Increments. For 
each v&I.ue of slot area the secondarjjr to primary aC,Fmation pressure mtio 
was varied from 0.301 to 3.175 in x2x increments. The experiments T*ere 
conducted for *Injection normal to the nozzle ax& and at an .angle of 
10' upstream of this norma 1 at an axial. position *where the primary 
Machnu&erwasl.900 In each case prelimLnary dia.gsoatic investigations 
(optical) were conducted to determine t'ne nature of the flow field, 
X 
Secoqdly, the measured experimental. data wme used to calculate the 
side force produced by secondary injection. 
These results were camparsd with the values of side force computed 
with the aid of the two theories (due to Vu, Chapkis and Mager (5) and 
Broadu&Ll. (6)) available at the present time. It was found that the 
theoretical results compared favorably with eqerimntal results only 
over a specific range of the variables , thus indicating ranges of 
applicability for each of the proposed theories. 
Xi 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A problem of considerable theoretical and practical interest is the 
description of the flow field produced by.the injection of a secondary gas 
into a supersonic primary stream at an inclination. Flows of that type 
occur during thrust vector control of rocket motors, during jet reaction 
(attitude) control of vehicles moving through the atmosphere, and during 
fuel injection into a supersonic burner. In all of those applications, 
when a gas is injected into a supersonic primary flow, the injected mate- 
rial acts as an obstruction to the primary flow and, as such, causes the 
formation of a strong shock wave. The shock and the boundary layer pre- 
sent on the wall form a complex flow pattern in which both high and low 
pressure regions exist in the neighborhood of the injector. 
Although much work has been done to investigate the phenomena associ- 
ated with such injection, the interaction processes are still not well 
understood. With regard to thrust vector control, which is the application 
of major interest here, most of the experimental studies reported to date 
have been concerned with -the measurement of gross quantities, such as the 
side force produced in a given system, without delving too deeply into the 
phenomena taking place in the nozzle. 
The purpose of the research, the results of which are presented here, 
is to gain insight into the phenomenological processes that occur when a 
gas is injected into a supersonic stream. It is hoped that the conditions 
under which several theoretical models (that have been postulated to date) 
may be applied for analytical study may be determined0 Furthermore, the 
experFmenta1 results may be employed in the development of mo.re realistic 
theoretical models. 
Before outlining the method of attacking the problem (Section 1.29, 
a brief survey of the pertinent literature is in order. The literature 
reviewed in Section 1.1 is limited to studies that have resulted in well 
defined theoretical models and does not include studies that are solely 
experimental. 
1.1 Survey of Pertinent Literature 
Several theories have been proposed for the study of phenomena asso- 
ciated with the secondary injection of a gas into a supersonic flow. The 
more significant of those theories may be classified as follows: 
1. linearized supersonic flow theory due to Walker, Stone and 
Shandor (19629(l),* (19629(2), (19639(39, (19649(4), 
2. boundary layer separation theory due to Wu, Chapkis and 
mger 09619(59, 
30 blast wave theory due to Broadwell (1962)(6), (1963)(T), 
4. theory to replace the injected gas tith a blunt axisymmetric 
body for analytical purposes (hereafter referred to as the 
blunt axisymmetric body theory) due to Zukoski and Spaid 
(1%49@9, and 
5* the injection model due to Charwat and Allegre (1964)(g). 
* Numbers in parenthesis refer to references listed in the BIBLIOGRAPHY. - 
Preceding many of the references will be the date the article was 
published, also in parenthesis. 
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Cf the theories proposed, only the analyses by Uu, Chapkis and Anger 
and Broadwell present specific relations for determining the side force 
produced by the injection of a gas into a supersonic stream. Those theories 
may be employed (see Chapter 41 under certain conditiw for a theoretical 
determination of the values of the side force generated in a given system 
which may be compared with the results obtained from the experimental 
studies reported herein. The remaining three theories are essentiaUy in 
the nature of phenomencilogical. discussions. 
1.1.1 Linearized Supersonic Flow Theory 
Walker, Stae aad Shtidor (1962)(2) propose the model shown in Fig. 1. 
The authors Idealize the problem I& terms of the study of mixing between 
a trace of injectant, d6, and a portion of supersonic flow, fi. The mixing 
is assumed to occur in a length of flow passage of constant area giving 
rise to an instantaneous dissipation of the transverse jet momentum. This 
is a theory based on one dimensional gas dynamics. The rise of static pres- 
sure in thq mixing region induces a compression I&h wave (weak shock wave) 
in the enveloping flow. Expansion xgyes in the supersonic flow maintain 
the pressure continuity 4Ong the dlvlding streamline separating the mix- 
ing region from the unaffected stream. The authors assume small flow de- 
flections so that linear supersonic flow theory is valid. The side force 
is then found by titegrating the pressure rise along the dividing streanMne* 
In addition to the theoretical model psoposed, the authors also prcr 
tide (l), (& (.3b (4) a considemble amount Of' &perimsntal data. 
The po;ltlcllpal conclusions derived from the theoretical study in rela- 
tion to the data obtained in the experimental research are as follows: 
3 
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FIG. I LINEARIZED SUPERSONIC FLOW THEORY 
MODEL BY WALKER, STONE AND SHANDOR 
1. the maximum observed effective specific impulse is only slightly 
above the predictions of linear theory, and 
2, a group of dimensionless parameters have been deduced from the 
theoretical analysis as follows: 
where the symbols are defYned in Appendix I. Thw parameters stated 
above have enabled the authors to reduce a large quantity of 
data (see reference (2)). 
1.1.2 Boundary Layer Separation Model 
The .mcdel proposed by Wu, Chapkis and Mager (5) is shown in Fig. 2. 
The primary gas stream flow3ng at a supersonic speed encounters a secdndary 
stream injected through a port In the wall at station je As a result the 
turbulent boundary layer of the primary stream is assumed to separate from 
the nozale wall causing the formation of a conical shock, ADI The position 
of the vertex, A, of the conical shock depends tipon the maln stream con- 
ditions, the flow rate of the 5njectant and the physical properties of the 
secondary stream* 
The shock angle, the separation angle9 and the conditions behind the 
shock and in the se-ted flow region are determined from a knowledge of 
the upstream Mach nuuiber by a method due to Wger (10). In that? atiiule a 
semi*empirical relation is developed between the values of pressure on 
either side of a shock tiich 1s induced by the separation of a turbulent 
5 
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I LSEPERATED REGION 
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FIG 2 BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION MODEL BY WU, 
CHAPKIS AND MAGER 
bcundary layer due to an adverse pressure gradient. The equation developed 
for the ratio of the upstream pressure to downstream pressure is a function 
of the free stream Mach number, the specific heat ratio of the gas, and 
certain experimentally determined constants. 
Knowing.the pressure ratio across the shock, the specific heat ratio 
and the free stream Mach number, one can determine the separation angle, 
the shock angle and the gas .properties behind the shock from standard ob- 
lique shock relations. 
Thus the principal assumptions and approximations introduced in 
developing this analysis are: 
1. use of semi*empiricsJ. turbulent incompressible boundary layer 
equations for the turbulent compressible boundary layer case 
with the aid of suitable transformations; 
2. oblique shock approximations; 
39 the semi-empirical relation utilized in developing the equation 
reported in reference (10) using data for shocks produced ahead 
of steps and wedges is applicable for shocks produced by in- 
jection of a -secondary gas; and 
4. the pressure ratio required for separation at the outer bound- 
ary of a conical separated region is the same as that for the 
two-dimensional case. 
The side force results from the higher pressure behtid the shock 
acting on the projected area of the shock and the seprated region. 
Since the separation angle is known, the vertex, A, of the conical shack 
can be determined once the accomodation height, EB, is known+ To 
7 
determine the accomodation height it is assumed that the gas, after in- 
jection, makes a sharp turn and flows parallel to the wall without mixing 
with the main stream. One may then solve the conservation equations for 
mass, energy and momentum of the primary and the secondary streams to 
obtain the side force. The boundary conditions are that the static pres- 
sures of the primary and secondary streams are equal at the exit plane of 
the nozzle and the geometrical relationship that the cross-sectional area 
of the primary nozzle at the injection point is equal to the sum of the 
cross-sectional areas of the primary and secondary gases at the exit plane 
(see Fig. 2). 
Within the aforementioned limitations in the model, the side force 
produced by the Injection of a gas is shown to be the sum of three com- 
ponents. The first results from the pressure increase in the separated 
region. The second is due to a similar increase in pressure occurring 
between the shock and the separated region. The third component is due 
to the momentum of the injected gas. 
The authors neglect any possible contribution to the side force 
downstream of the injection port. This is justified by the authors in 
the following manner. Any forces present in that region cancel one 
another. Thus, for example, it is argued that since experimental re- 
sults seem to indicate that the secondary gas tends to overexpand, that 
expansion may cancel any pressure increases due to shock reflection-from 
the walls. 
It is evident that the analysis by W 'u, et al (5) is based on a 
rather idealized model in that, apart from the fact that i does not take 
into account the mixing processes occuring downstream of the point of 
injection or the possible side force contributions therein, many aspects 
of the upstream phenomena have also not been fully taken into account as 
shown by Murthy (1963)(11). Thus it appears that the following features 
of the region upstream of the point of injection must be taken into 
account: 
1. the three dimensional nature of the boundary layer, 
2. the shape of the surface of the shock, 
30 the vorticity that is generated in the separated region, 
4. the location of the shock on the nozzle wall, and 
5. the pattern of the shock in this region. 
lOlO Blast Wave Theory 
Broadwell (6), (7) utilizes the so-called blast wave theory for an 
analysis of the problem of thrust vector control by secondary injection. 
Blast wave theory is based on an analogy between the cylindrical unsteady 
flow produced by the explosion of a line charge and an axi-symmetric steady 
flow. That analogy has been applied to the flow about blunt bodies at 
high supersonic speeds. The flow field is determined in the blast wave 
theory from the energy added per unit length of gas (charge). In the 
application of the theory the energy is considered analogous to the drag 
of the body under consideration. In the present case of secondary gas 
injection, Broadwell reasons that if the injected fluid enters normalto 
the primary stream (iOeo, with no axial momentum), mixes with it and 
attains free stream velocity, then an effective force on the primary 
stream (in analogy to the drag on a blunt'body) is the momentum of this 
9 
injected gas after it has reached the fr@e stream velooityc 
Broadwell has derived 8 semi-emp&rical equation (6) for the side 
force produced by secondary injection utilizln&: bket V&C theory. The 
results of the theoretice.2. ana&%is are conpared (7) with cxperimentaI 
results reported by Walker, et cd. (3). Qutiitative agreement is obtained 
between theory and experinuzt although, generally, the theoretically pre- 
dicted results for the side force are lower than the experimental. values‘, 
The author attrlbutee this to the relatively 2.o-w Bhch nunibers employed 
3n the experimental study. A serious defect of blast mvc theory is that 
it ie strictly valti only for high Nach numbers of the primary stream and 
becomes increasingly inaccurate quantitatively as the value of Mach nturiber 
is deereased. 
A feature of the theory of some importance ie that it does correctly 
predict the qualitat2ve depemce of the side fmae ~)32 the molecular 
weight and preamre of the inJeu%ed gas0 
1.1.4 Bkmt Axiqmmetrlo Body Theory 
Recently an ex~z%men,taLI. &cd theoi+zHcal pssgram has been completed 
by Zukczki and Spaid (19%)(8). The experiments were conducted at 
free&ream Mach ~unib@ra 02 Se38 to 4;.54* On .thcz basis of Schlleren and 
shadowgraph pictures of the titeraction region the models fn F@* 3 have 
been proposed. 
In those models the tijected material. elhters throt@h a circular 
orifice+. with a static pressure much higher than that in the undisturbed 
primary flow, The flow is sonic at the injector and expands rapidly into 
the primary stream through 8 Prendtl-Meyer expansion fan* The interaction 
10 
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of the two stream produces a strong bow shock on the upstream side of 
the InJector, and the shock induced pressure ffeld turns the injectant 
until it moves approximately $aralPel to the wall0 
The shock-boundary layer interaction produces a region of boundary 
layer separation up&x-earn of the shock. For the ca8e of a turbulent 
boundary layer (see Fig. 3a) the separated region is short; and the 6blique 
shock produced by=paratim is usually stificiently strong to be observed. 
When the boundary layer is laminar (6~ FAgo 3) the separated region is 
much larger and the angle between the separated flow and the wall is 
assumed to be never more than a few degreeso 
Zukoski and SpaId, after olbs@rving the Schlieren and shadowgraph 
pictures, propose finding a blunt axi-symmetric body with a shape equP- 
valent to the obstruction caused by the secondary injectant and then 
ealeulating the ehara&erPstic d&ens%oaass of that body by balancing the 
drag of the nose seation of the body agatist the momedum f'hx of the 
injectant Thus it is a-rent that this ls essentially the same basis 
that EroadweM has utilized in apply%ng the blast wave theory discussed 
3n the previous section0 
UrLi.ike BroaduePB, however, Zukoski and Spe.id employ a modified 
BJewtonian theory .i~ developAng the equatdons (81, The assumptions made 
in developing the model and subsequent equations may be summarized as 
fCLUows: 
lb a sonic jet is injected into a uniform supersonic flow with 
no wall boundary layer, 
20 no mixing occurs between the injectant and either the primary 
12 
flow or the separated flow near the injector, 
3* the interface between the injectant and primary flow is a 
quarter sphere followed by an axisymmetric half body, 
4. the interface between the separated flow downstream of the 
injector and the injectant always lies inside the surface 
described in item 3, 
5. the pressure forces on the sphere due to the primary flow can be 
calculated by the use of a modified Newtonian flow, 
6. the injectant expands isentropically to the ambient pressure 
with its velocity parallel to the wall at the downstream face 
of the sphere, and 
7* the contribution to the momentum flux perpendicular to the 
free stream velocity due to flow in the separated region down- 
stream of the injector can be neglected. 
It has been proposed by the authors that the radius, h, (see Fig. 3) 
can be used as a scale of the disturbance produced by injection. An 
equation for the determination of the radius has also been developed. 
The data from a large number of experiments have been satisfactorily 
reduced by normalizing the dimensions of the system with the aid of the 
radius, h. Quantitatively, the results of the shock shape, concentration 
and pressure measurements indicate that the scaling parameter, h, is sat- 
isfactory for the particular range of variables which has been investigated. 
The authors have also performed measurements of the concentration 
of the injected fluid in the region downstream of the injector. Those 
data indicate the following: 
13 
1. the secondary gas has mixed appreciably with the primary flow 
within a short distance from the injection port, and 
2. the secondary gas is turned toward the wall by the primary gas 
and is forced to move downstream practically along the wall as 
mixing occurs. 
The data which Zukoski and Spaid have used for developing their 
theoretical model involve flow rate ratios of the secondary to primary 
streams which are considerably less than the minimum practical values 
for thrust vector control by secondary injection. The equations which 
have been derived are of course not governed by this restriction; how- 
ever, it appears clear that the correctness of the theoretical models 
proposed (see Fig. 3) is questionable for larger flow rates as borne 
out by experiments conducted by Charwat and Allegre (9) (also see 
Section l.le5). The results of the experiments conducted as part of 
the experimental program, reported in Chapter 3, also will bear out 
the same conclusion. There is also reason to believe that the se-pa- 
rated region exerts a greater influence on the side force produced 
'by secondary injection than what Zukoski and Spaid have lndicatcd. 
lele5 Injection Model 
An expertiental study of the phenomena associated with secondary 
injection has been conducted by Charwat and Allegre (l%&)(g) to clarify 
the details of the flow. Results of wall and impact pressure measure- 
ments throughout the core of the interaction field, as well as flow visual- 
ization tests, are reported for eleven tests in which the injected mass 
flow rate, injection station Mach number, and the prFmary to secondary 
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stagnation pressure ratio have been varied systematically. Those measure- 
ments are used in an effort to reconstmct theoretically the true structure 
of the flow field. 
The authors have proposed the models showu in Fig. 4, for the region 
near the injection port* In Fig. 4.a the static pressure of the secondary 
injectant at the throat is greater than,that of the separated region and, 
therefore, the gas expands upstream to equalize pressures* Because the 
gas is also expanding around the downstream edge of the port, the secondary 
gas flows at supersonic speeds and the boundary between the primary and 
secondary fluids is taken to be a sl3.I~ line. In Fig. 4b the static pres- 
sure of the jet at the injector throat is less the33 the pressure in the 
separated region and therefore, a shock is assumed to originate from the 
upstream edge of the iujection port and extends over the port as a "capW. 
Such speculations have been based upon impact pressure measurements in the 
region immediately above the injection port. 
Several other conclusions have been derived by Charwat and Allegre 
based on their experimental study. They are as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3* 
the strength and location of the leading shock is a function of 
the momentum of the ixjected mass flow and the Mach number of the 
primary stream at the ixxjecti3n station; 
the wall pressure distribution is a function of the parameters 
jxcluded under 1, aad9 also, of the ratio of the secondary to the 
primary stagnation pressures; 
the momentum of the injected fluid is the principal, physical 
similarity parameter in the over-all problem; 
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4. 
5. 
the flow speed of the secondary fluid has little influence on 
the form&ion of the main shock (Le., for a given secondary 
stagnation pressure, injection at srnic or supersonic speeds 
has approxwtelythe same effect), and 
the height of penetration of the secondary jet is not a simple 
f'unctionofthe jet momentum. For e-e, it increases with the 
Mach number of the primary stream at the injection station, all 
other factors remaining constant. 
1.1.6 Discussion of the Various Studies 
Each of the aforementioned studies has contributed to a better under- 
standing of the complicated flow phenomena associated with the injection 
of a gas into a supersonic stream. In particular the article by Charwat 
and Allegre (9) has clarified many aspects of the flow field heretofore 
UnknoWn. 
The most noticable feature of the theories discussed is that none 
of the authors appear to indicate clearly under what conditions and over 
what range of variables a particular model may be more successful. 
Several of the conclusions reached by dtiferent authors also appear 
contradictory. Such differences pertain both to the estimated values 
of side force under given conditions as well as to the understanding of 
the details of the phenomena involved in secondary gas injection. 
Thus a comparison of the different theories should take into account 
the following featuresi 
1. Plow Param~-&r~ -Mm 
a. Upstream effects, 
b. the region around the point Of injection, and 
ce dor,nstreum effectsb 
2. phy,c FWameters .--_I_____ 
a* Density ratio, 
b. molecular weight ratio, and 
ca ratio of specific heats for the primary and secondary 
gases. 
Considering the upstream effects, the different theories depend upan 
several assumptions pertaining to each of the following: 
1. the cause of separation of the boundary layer, 
2* the shock fomtion, and 
3. the spread of the injected stream of gas. 
Similarly, for the region .arizndthe point of! znjeu-ticm, tihe 
assumptions made pertain to: 
1. the expansion characteristics of the jet, 
2a the accomodation height, 
36 additional shock formations, and 
4. turning of the secandary stream. 
Lastly, in regard to the downstream effea?a, ft maybe stated that 
there appears to be little understanding related to any of the folloxing: 
1. mixing of the primary and secondary gases, 
2. additional shock formation, and 
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3* interaction of boundary layer flow, injected gas and the primary 
stream. 
Considering next the physical properties, except in the theories postu- 
lated in (5) and (6), there is no specific relationship available between 
the magnitude of the side force produced and the ratio of molecular weight 
of the primary and secondary streams or the ratio of the specific heats. 
1.2 Q&ails of the Method of Attack 
In the light of the theoretical models that have been developed and 
the type of experimental results which have been obtained to date, it is 
considered that further systematic experimental studies are required before 
a comprehensive theory may be postulated. The experimental studies, it 
is felt, should be conducted in a wind tunnel-like apparatus with a two- 
dimensional slot on one wall of the tunnel for injection of the secondary 
gas. 
In order that a systematic experimental program could be conducted, 
a parametric analysis presented originally by Thompson, Hoffman and 
Murthy (l963)(l2) utilizing a model similar to the one proposed by Wu, 
et al (5) (see Fig. 2), has been adapted for use in the present research 
program. 
A useful measure of the effectiveness of secondary injection, for 
thrust vector control purposes, is the amplification factor, AK, which is 
defined as the ratio of the effective specific impulse of the secondary 
stream to the specific impulse of the primary stream. 
From the parametric analysis it has been established that the 
amplification factor is directly proportional to the ratio of the 
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stagnation acoustic speeds of the secondary and primary gases and a 
function of five par&eters as follows: 
1: the point of injection9 
20 the angle of Injection, 
34 the secondary gas flow rate, 
4, the secondary gas properties (P, To f>y), and 
5. the injection port geometryo 
The amplification factor is then ahoaasz to be given by the relation, 
a 
0 6 
J-&m-- 
P 
o MS9 PO P f& 
TO 
. 8 ("3 Mp 
8 
P 
On the basis of the findfpgs of the parametric analysis it is clear 
that an experimental program should include the determination of the in- 
fluence of all of the primary parameters Influencing the overall side force 
produced* The parameters to be investigated and their ranges in the 
experimental program are outl%ned in Table 10 
From the experImen&.l results obtaIned by the variation of the para- 
meters over tire ranges indicated In Table l9 it is proposed that two ob- 
jectives may be fulfIlled as follows: 
1. the determination of the influence of some of the parameters 
upon the value of side force that may be generated, and 
2. the determination of the conditions under which the several 
theories that have been proposed may be applied with or without 
modification. 
Table 1 
Experimental Program for Secondary Injection 
Parameter 
(1) primary I&ch nuniher, M P 
(2) angle of injection,c 
Range 
inject at axial positions where 
a) Mp z WN 
b) Mp z 1.70 
from normal to the nozzle axis 
to loo upstream 
(3) secondary stagnation pressure, P 0 vary from 2Q psig to 120 psig in 
8 
(4) area of slot, As 
increments of 20 psi 
vary from l/2$ to 105 of throat 
(5) molecular weight, 
7 
J and 
specific heat ratio, r, 
of secondary gas 
area of primary nozzle in 
5 increments 
use both a heavier and lighter 
gas (CO2 and He) 
L3 Outline of the Thesis 
The report is concerned with the experiIaznt81 and analytical studies 
conducted in relation to the problem of the injection of a secondary gas 
at an angle into a supersonic primary stream. While the subject has several 
practical applications, the particular aspect of the problem studied is that 
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which arises in the ti:r%%t veet~or co&roI. of rocket motors by secondary 
g&s injection. 
The experimenta a ppart,tus and procedure for testing are included in 
Chapter 2. Essentially the appEW&tus COWfStS Of a hind tunnel hl%O Which 
a secondary gus is injected -I&rough a port in one of the walls. Both 
d$agnoatic investigations tivolvi~~ optical observations of flon ptterns 
as r&l as measurements of physical and flow properties have been under- 
taken. The &de force produced during an experiment is calculated by 
integrating the static p~ssurs along the wall of the nozzle. The exp?ri- 
mental results are presented 9n Chapter 3. 
The results of calculations emplsyibg two of the theoretical mod&a 
proposed on this subject are presentad in Chapter Icb The ranges of vzr.iab4.es 
ern@ay& therein are identical to those in the experimental study* Therem 
i'ore9 we can compare the results of the analysis with the experimentsS. 
rw5ults 0 Such a comparison of results hau been included in Chapter bO 
In cwmbina.tion wI.th the measured and calculated results, one con 
employ the optical observatkons of the flow field to determine qualitatively 
the .r!~~es of parameters over G&oh the dlif';t'erent theories may prove 
BU.cJ3e;3Emo 
The conc&~siona derived from such studies and some recommendations 
for further work are presented 3.n Chapter 5. 
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2. EXPERIMJDJ'I 'ALAPPARATUS AND PPOCEDURE 
The object of the experimental program '~rps to investigate the 
changes in the flow field produced when a'gas is injected into a super- 
sonic stream. The apparatus that has been employed to accomplish this is 
a two-dimensional supersonic nozzle appropriately modified to permit the 
injection of a secondary gas and the fnclusion of the necessary instrumen- 
tation. The details of the experimental apparatus, the instrumentation 
and the experimental procedure are described in this chapter. 
2.1 The Wind Tunnel 
The experiments have been conducted in the 2 inch x 6 inch blow-down 
supersonic wind tunnel, which is designed to produce a uniform parallel 
flow with a Mach number of 2.0 at the exit sectlon. The details of the 
design of the tunnel are given in Appendix II. The tunnel is operated 
with air, which therefore constitutes the primary flow of the system. Air 
is supplied from a bank of high-pressure tanks shown in Fig. 5 with the 
flow rate controlled by a hydraulic pressure regulator. The temperature 
of the air supplied to the tunnel is not controllable. Figure 6 is a 
schematic diagram of the apparatus. The supply system for the secondary 
fluid is included in the diagram but will be discussed later. 
The nozzle blocks for the wind tunnel have been fabricated from 303 
stainless steel. The contour was rough-cut .005 inch.oversize with a planer 
and hand polished to the specified dimensions. Tolerances on the contour 
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FIG. 5 HIGH PRESSURE AIR SUPPLY TANKS 
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have been held to f AXI3 inch throughout the 19.722 inch length of the 
nozzle. The sides are parallel to within JXIl inch through the entire 
length. 
'phe nozzle blocks are fitted with 0,s inch thick plexiglass sidewalls 
to enable visual observation of the flow field. Steel retainer plates 
have been used to support the sidewalls and locate the nozzle blocks. By 
means of dowels inserted through the nozzle blocks and the retainer plaGesl. 
the throat and exit heights of the nozzle have been held to within f .003 
inches af the design calculations. Figure 7 is a photograph of the assem- 
bled nozzle with the sidewall and retainer removed from one side. 
2.2 The Secondary Gas Injection System 
To retain the two-dimensional character Of the flow system, as far 
as practicable, both with respect to the primary flow and the secondary 
flow, i was decided to inJect gas through a slot extending over the width 
of the nozzle and oriented at right angles to the side walls. This 
necessitated cutting one of the nozzle blocks at some desired positiou 
along the nozzle length and modifying the block in this region to pro- 
duce a desired width of passage for the secondary gas to flow into the 
primary system when the nozzle blocks were assembled. The secondary gas 
is admitted into the nozzle slot through a converging passage supplied 
from a plenum chamber which is located immediately upstream of the con- 
verging passage. The plenum chmiber enables accurate maeurementr to be 
mule of the total pressure and total temperature of the secondary gas 
immediately upstream of the point of injection. The secondary plenum 
chamber is fedby a set of h%gh pressure tanks and the flow is controlled 
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by two dome loaded regulators as shown schematically in Fig. 6. 
Figure 8 is a photograph of the nozzle blocks with the secondary 
plenum chaniber attached. It may be observed that the portion of the 
nozzle downstream of the slcft is fitted with an adjusting screw to enable 
the slot area to be varied through a prescribed range. The secondary 
plenum chamber has been designed such that it is suitable for any axial 
position of injection without modification. 
2.3 Instrumentation 
The instrumentation enrployed in the experimental investigation has 
been designed for the following: 
(a) to visually observe the flow field, 
(b) to obtain static pressure measurements on the nozzle walls, and 
(c) to determine the flow properties of the primary and the secondary 
gases, such as total temperature and pressure* 
2.3.1 optical Apparatus 
A shadowgraph system is employed for examining the flow field. The 
arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 9. The light source for the 
system is a Sylvania concentrated-arc, 300 watt lamp. From this source 
the light beams diverge to the parabolic mirr6r where they are reflected 
as psraJle1 beams of light. After passing through the test section the 
light beams are incident on a section of ground glass. A 35 mm camera 
is emliLoyed to photograph the image on the ground glass. The visual 
observations are made primarily in the flow region surrounding the point 
of injection. 
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2.3.2 Pressure snd Tamper8tw-e w8SmmntS 
Total pressure measurements are recorded In both the primer-y 8nd 
secondary plenum chmibers by means of Bourdon gages. It iS 8SSumed that 
the flow velocity in these &mu&era is low enough so that stagnation 
conditions exit. The temperature in each chaniber iS 11~?8Sured by 8 copper 
constsntenthermocouple~ The cold junction of the thermocouple is main- 
tained 8t 32'F in 8n ice bath and the VOltageS fed t0 8 BroWn recorder. 
A tot& of 22 static pressure taps have been placed in the nozzle 
walls, their location measured with respect to the entrance of the nozzle 
and the aagles which the contour m8de with the nozzle axis at the re- 
spective locations being presented in Table 2. 
The procedure for fabricatjng these pressure taps is 8s follows. A 
.020 inch diameter hole is drilled at each location, 8 depth of approxi- 
mately .125 inch into the nozzle block perpendicular to the wall. A .25 
inch hole is then back-drilled to connect with the .020 inch diameter 
hole. The pressure taps are then fed to 8 bank of manometers through 
flexible Tygon tubing. 
During the expermts the manameterbsnks are photographed and 
the pressures read from the photographs at 8 later date. 
A photograph of the entire system in location is shown in Fig. 10. 
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Table 2 
Pressure 
tap No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
St. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
23. 
22 
Lcxatimand Qrw 
ID the Nozzle Walls 
Distance from mzzle 
Side 
without sl@t 
70540 
90250 
100750 
12&!lo 
130725 
150230 
16e723 
la0226 
Side 
?ytth ab3t 
12,490 
azeggo 
~3~468 
14,003 
14,488 
I.5.o2$ 
15BSc93 
16,003 
16,488 
.I.7*413 + SW 
17.0858 + SIP 
18.343 + SW 
naoa3q + SP 
190353 * SW 
Angle with respect to 
0, 
7.38 
12.7% 
9050 
6092 
4079 
3000 
1.340 
8.m 
8,og 
'7931 
6048 
5079 
5.6 
4,193 
3083 
3.26 
2.22 
I-73 
l.*ng 
076 
030 
* SW = slot tidth 
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2.4 Experimental Procedure 
FYior to perfonnbg experiments involving actual gaseous tijecticm 
into a pcucticular injecti~31 ewfigwation, it was necessary to ensure 
that the actual flow field in the wpnd. tunnel nozzPe corresponded to the 
&sign coalitions within a desired ac@ura@ya Tests were therefore pr- 
formea to determine the flow conditions in the wind tunnel nozzle while 
operating tith the primary air stream alone- Th%s aspect of the program 
is discussed 3.n Appenaix III0 Xt may be stated here th9;t every attempt 
was made to obtain unWonn -IsI flow at the exit plane of the nozzle 
while it was assumed that the entire flow in the nozzle wx-msposlaea to 
aesign con&Ltlms to the same accuracy as the exit flow* In all such 
experiments, v%sual observations were also made at least in the region 
of the secondary gas injection port to ensure shock free flow under the 
ccditi~s of no injectLone 
After completing the untiorm parallel ~SQK? studies, the procedure 
for preparing the appwatus for an experiment was as f&Lo-~: 
1. place the moSf'Eed nozzle KLock 3n the nozzle assembly and 
set the s%ot -w%dth at a value of d.XL~ &dn (l/2$ of the 
primary nezzle throd hdght) by rnems of the sdju&Lng screw9 
2. assedle the apparatus by eomeetw 
aa the nozzle to the primary ~LXLU &amber, 
bo the secondary sup-&y BLnes, 
co the seeondar-y @enum &anibe~ thermocouples, and 
as the presure linez3, 
30 check out the eo&zd. valves on the primwy and secondary gas 
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supplies, ana 
4. calibrate the Brown recorder and associated equipment. 
Vpon completion of these prelI.minary steps the experiment itself 
mAa be con&&cd. The procedure that I+I foXLcswled during the course 
at' an e~rinaental run is detailed in the following. 
1. C%tain steady state flow in the primary plenum chamber at 
correct operathg pressure (pe = pa) with no secondary 
3nJection; 
2. introduce the secondary gas into the primary stream ancl obtain 
stew state conditiolas at a sec0naay p&mm chaAer press 
of 20 psig; 
39 record prkqy and secondary stagnation temperatures on the 
Brown recorder, photograph the manometer banks and photo- 
graph the proQaat& image on the groaa glass of the shadow- 
graph apparatus; 
4. Increase the secon3ar-y stagnation pressure through 120 psig 
ia increments of 20 pi m&Lng sure that, at each value of 
pressure, steady state conditions ex9sted before repeat- 
step 3; ana 
5. upon completu step 4 for the c@ete range of secondary 
stawation pressures9 the system vas shut down and the slot 
tidth kcreas& to .CCJ5 (35 of the prz!mary nozzle throat 
height). Steps 1 through 4 ~?re repeated again for this new 
value of slot wiath. The slot k&Ith MS set at l/2, 1, 2, 5 
and lC.$ of the primary nozzle throat height durtig the course 
of the experimegcvs. 
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Because of the l-lmited air supply 2.t was posdble to complete the 
steps (x&lined above for only me slot wiath aurhg an haivlaw expert- 
mentalrunD A&Sent cond%tions werep thereforeS recorded for each run. 
Experiments were repeated for injection at an angle of loo measured 
upstream with respet .to a normal to the nozzle ~xi3~ This neeessitated 
modifying the injection siae nozzle block and xqqddng the aforementioned 
procedure. At the 10' upstream inclined injeetfm position, a limited 
nuniber ti experiments were also co&Mxd us&g heM.um as the seconaary 
injectant. 
Before exambdng the expdmental results (see Chapter 3) a short 
discussion of the accuracy of the measured qwti-t%es is in order. 
AS ws menticxned prevLoa4d.y the pry aead see0na83w gas tempesa- 
tures were not contrdllabbe and varied throughout an experimental run0 
To circwmvent this it was necessary to recoti the t@mpx-ature3 at the 
same instant as when the manometer bank wa3 photographeCL It was then 
assumed that su.fTieient correspdk%@e could be established among the 
variw readings: 
mhg all of the exprimm&CL run3 the system performeda quite 
sathsirfactor%ly; that iso TQQ fluctuation firn the primly or the sacon~ 
stagnation pressures were observable dur%ng any of the experiments. 
As was mentioned previously no reeor&Lugs were msd.e until the 
system had reached steady state operding con&itionoO Such a eonait&n 
c0da be emma by dJ.cMng the t0ta.l arad statie pressure fluctuations 
to die out o Dudng most of the experimental rw2s the stat52 pressure 
values stabilized withes 5 seemds after the total pressure values 
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reached a steady state. 
Table 3 contains the ~llaximum errors in recorded measurements. 
Table 3 
f&d.mum Errors of Measurements 
Measurement Madmum Error 
static wall pressure * 0.2 in Hg 
stagnatian pressure f LO psi 
stagnation temperature f 1.0 OF 
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The experimental program has been undertaken in two phases, nam&ty 
1. aiaepo&ic nvestigations relating to optical observations of 
the flow psttem in the vicinity of the point of injection; and 
2. detailed measurements of the relevant physical and flow para- 
meters of the primary and secondary flows. 
The prtiry objective at' the diagnostic investigations was to obtain 
qualitative data regarding the flow pattern in the imediate viainity of 
the point of injection. It is obvious that any physical instmmentaticm 
employed in that region should interfere with the flow pattern itself as 
little as possible. It was therefore decided that only optical observa- 
tions, employing the shadowgraph apparatus, and static pressure measure- 
ments at the nozzle wall would be employed to obtain information in this 
regic& 
!J!he diagnostic observations served a purpose other than providing 
qualitative data regarding the flow patterne Visual observations were 
useful in determining the regions where standard instrumentation should 
be employede The results of these diagnostic observations are present& 
in Section 3.1. 
The method of obtaining detailed measurements ti the relevant 
physical and flow parameters has been outlined In Section 2.4. These 
measurements are used in dtiermining the sick force produced under givea 
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flow conditions, the details of which are presented in Section 3.2. 
Sections 3.3 and 3.4 contain the results of these calcdations. 
3.1 Diagnostic Observations 
Shadowgraphs of the flow field produced when a gas is injected into 
a supersonic streamare presented in Figs. U&&l3 and 14. Values of 
the significant parameters are present& belowthe phOtc$ra-phS. The 
upstream edge of the injection slot can be determined by tracing the line 
on the photograph representing the line etched in the plexiglass sidewall, 
to the nozzle wsll. 
In those photographs the flow is from left to right. The injected 
gas apparently causes a boundary layer separation upstream of the in- 
jectidn port with a resultinzg shock structure consisting of an oblique 
shock originatdng at the upstream edge of the seFsrated region (heresfter 
referred to as the leading shock) and a weaker oblique shock originating 
at a point near the region of maximum penetration of the secondary gas 
and intersecting the first shock at some point in the free stream. 
Another shock (hereafter referred to as the trailing shock) is 
located dougstream of the inflection point. This shock is apparently 
caused by one of two factors or a cozdbination of both: 
1. turning of the supersodc secondary gas stream by the wall, 
and/or 
2. boundary layer separation caused by an adverse pressure gradient. 
This adverse pressure gradient is due to a low pressure region 
(pressures as low as 10 psi vacuum have been recorded) immedi- 
ately down8trwm W the injection port caused by the Prand$T-Meyer 
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expaueion CC the secondary gas around the downstream edge of the 
injection slot. The low pressure region coupled with atmospheric 
pressure at the exit produces the adverse pressure gradient. 
It should be noted that if injection were through a circular orifice or 
a slot not extending the e&tie width of the nozzle, the primary gas would 
tend to flow into this low pressure region thereby increasing the pressure 
Immediately do%Mstream of the injection port and possibly weakening or even 
eliminating the trailing shock. Charwat and Allegre (9) have noted a 
shock in this region -whereas Zukoski and Spid (8) have not. 
Some qualitative observations may be made efter examination of the 
shadowgraphs and pressure measurements. They are as follows. 
1. 
2. 
3* 
4. 
5. 
Increasing the secondary stagnation pressure while holding all 
other parameters constant (secondary mass flow rate necessarily 
increases for a constant slot area) tends to move the leading 
shock further upstream. 
Increasing the slot area while holding the secondury stagnation 
pressure constant also moves the leading shock upstream. 
The trailing shock tends to move downstream under the influ~ce 
of increasing secondary stagnation pressure or increasing slot 
area. 
The oblique shock originating near the point of maximum pa- 
etration and. irrtersecting the leadtig shock is, by two- 
dimensional oblique shock calculations, a weak shock of secondary 
strength when cornFred to the leading shock. 
From considerations in item 4 it is apparent that the flow 
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directian of the seczmdary gas at the origin of the weak 
shock is approxinwkly parallel to the boundary between the 
separatedregiaandthefree stream. 
61 Pressure Bnte indicate that the pressure in the 
separatedregieeis n& constant. 
70 The low pressure region downstream of the injection port is 
detr3mental to the side force produced and, in addition, the 
condition in this re&m bee-s more unfavorable as the angle 
of Injection (measured upstream from a normal to the axis) 
inareases. 
3e2 calculation af Side Thrust 
Reduction of the expertientab data has been acccuqilished with the 
aid 09 the IRM 7090 cwputer~ Because msaswwmants confzisted of walJ. 
statia pressures it was necessary to integrate these values along both 
walls and the difference between the two forces plus the momentum thrust 
of the secondary jet provided the value of the net side thrust produced 
under given operatirag csuditions. 
The procedure used to calculate the force on a wll is as follows: 
1. the area of interest is divided into several equal increment6 
(approximately 5 per inch) in the axial direction; 
20 -fw experw measuredvalues ofpresmlreatthe phyzloal 
pressure taps, the pressure at the end point of each imxwmnt 
is found by use of a stibprogrrrm which utilizei a aublc equation, 
written between three physical pressure tapz emlosIng the lplnt 
in question, to determine the interpoUted value of' ~erzur&; 
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3. the pressure is integrated across each increment by use of 
Simpson's rule (13); 
4. the net force due to pressure acting on the walls is deter- 
mined by taking the difference between the force acting on the 
full nozzle ti and the injection nozzle wall; and 
5. the momentum thrust of the secondary jet is added to the fore- 
tww. The momentum thrust of the secondary jet is calculated 
using as back pressure (for the jet) the static pressure on 
the opposite wall at the same axial position as the injection 
slot. 
It should be nOted that the slope of the contour of the nozzle wall 
is taken into account in all of the calculations as is the angle of 
injection. 
The folluwing is an iXl.ustrative exam@e pertaining to atypical 
set of measured data. The operating conditions, for exa@e, are as 
fo3.luws. 
A&lent temperature 
Ambient pressure 
Injection slat width 
Freestream Mach number 
at th& injection statian 
Secondary stagnation temperature 
Primary stagnation temperature 
Secondary stagnation pressure 
Prm stagnatim pressure 
Angle of injection measured 
upstream of a noti to the axis 
= Papib 
= SW 
1 76% 
- 29.46 in Hg 
= d78 in. 
= la904 
- 490°R 
* 465'R 
= 60~ 
- loum 
= o” 
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The static wall 
Table 2 for location 
Side without slot 
Static 
Pressure Pressure 
Tap' No. (in.IIhf. > 
4 21.6 
5 16.9 
6 11.3 
7 6.7 
8 2.4 
Pressure taps 4 through 8 are located on the nozzle block without 
pressures recorded 
of pressure taps). 
Upstream 
Pressure 
are listed below (refer to 
Side with slot 
Static 
Pressure 
Tap No. (in.Hg. 1 
9 a-3 
10 19.2 
11 17.8 
12 16.1 
13 14.6 
14 11.7 
15 11.0 
16 10.7 
17 44.9 
Downstream 
Static 
Pressure Pressure 
Tap No. (i&H&) 
18 -14.4 
19 - 1.8 
2c 3*2 
21 1.4 
22 - 0.6 
the slot. Assuming that at the exit of the nozzle the wall static 
pressure is ambient the region to be examined is from 12.210 inches to 
19.722 inches measured with respect to the entrance plane of the nozzle. 
The region, 7.512 inches long, is divided into 25 equal increments with 
the end point of each increment being assigned a value of pressure found 
from the subprogram using a cubic equation to interpolate between the 
value of pressure at three physical pressure taps. For example, to 
find the value of pressure at the end of the first increment the sub- 
program would utilize the values of pressure at tap numbers 4, 5, and 6 
to determine this value. The pressures at each end point are then con- 
verted to psig. Simpson's rule is then utilized to integrate these pres- 
sures over each increment, the result being multiplied by the cosine of 
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the a&e the nozzle I&.?. makes with respect to the nozzle axis at the 
end point, and the nozzle width. -Summing up the forces on each lucre- 
ment of the wall results in the total force acting on the wall 'between 
12.210 inches and the exItA 
The same procedure is used on the wall with the injection slot, 
Since this integration must be. over the same region as on the opposite 
wall, the value of the pressure at tap sumbar 4 Is used as the start- 
p0i.ll-t 0 This is allowable since this tsp is w&l upstream of any dis- 
turbances caused by secondary injection. 
Sinae pressure taps could not be looated exactly at the upstream or 
downstream edges of the in;lectlm slot which are the end point and the 
start$ng point of' calcu?atims of forces on the up~treaa 8nd the down- 
stream sides of the injection port, res~ctively, the boundary condition 
that the pressure at these points was equal to the static pressure at 
the throat of the sonic converging injection slot was imposed. The 
manner of calcul8tlon of the wall force on the nozfie side with iu- 
jection is then entirely ane&%gous to the procedure for the opposite 
wall. The calculated wall. forces for the exam@8 being considered here 
are: 
force acting ok side without sJc)t = 6g+4r lbs 
force acting, on side with slot 
upstream of slot = 94Jl Ibs 
downstream of slot f 2.27 lbs 
Thus a net w&l side force of 27.3 lbs is produced, The momentum 
thrust of the secondary jet must be added to this to obtain the total 
side force produced under the given operat%ng conditions. 
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The secondary jet momentum thrust is calculated by assuming 
isentropic flow with a discharge coefficient of unity. The back pres- 
sure used in the calculation is the experimentally determined static 
pressure on the opposite wall. For the problem-under consideration the 
- 
secondary jet momentum thrust is found to be 30.40 lbs. resulting in a 
total side force of 57.97 lbs. Other parameters of interest are easily 
calculated from these results. 
The results from the observations made during the experimental 
study have been calculated on a basis similar to the example presented 
in the foregoing. 
3.3 Influence of Selected Parameters 
The parameters influencing the side force produced by secondary 
gas injection arc as follows: 
1. the 
2. the 
30 the 
a. 
b. 
4. the 
59 the 
Among those, 
jection slot 
point of injection, 
angle of injection, sg 
secondary gas flow rate, Gs, determined by 
the injection slot area, As, and 
the secondary stagnation pressure, PO 9 
secondary gas properties (P, T9fl, 
7 
1: and 
injection port geometry. 
the effect of varying the angle of injection, the in- 
area and the secondary stagnation pressure have been 
studied in the experimental program and are presented in the following 
graphical form. 
The side force, Fs, is plotted in Fig. l$ versus the secondary 
49 
stagnation pressure, P OS for normal injection, with slot area, As, 
as the parameter. 
Figure 16 presents the side force, Fs, plotted versus the secondary 
weight flow rate, is, for norm81 injection, with the secondary stag- 
nation pressure, PO , 8s the -parameter. 
6 
Figures 17 and 18 present corresponding curves for injection at 
an angle of 10' directed upstream of a normal to the nozzle axis. 
3.3.1 Correlation of Experimental Results 
The experimental results may now be considered in relation to 
the following non-dimensional parameters. 
Fs/W 
1. AK=F s 
7- P 
= ratio of the effective specific impulse of the secondary 
stream to the undisturbed specific impulse of the 
primary stream, 
pO 
2. + = ratio of secondary to primary stagnation pressures, 
OP 
39 r$ = ratio of secondary to primary weight flow rates, and 
4. !!z 
At 
= ratio of the area of the injection slot to the throat 
area of the primary nozzle. 
Figure 19 presents AK versus PO /PO , for norm81 injection, with 
s P 
A,/A~ 8s parameter. 
Figure 20 presents AK versus $ /fi 5 P8 for noms1 iajcc-tim, with 
po ‘PO a.6 parameter, s P 
Figures 21 and 22 present corresponding results for injection 10' 
upstream of a normal to the nozzle axis0 
3*3.2 Discussion of the Results 
Some qualitative results may be derived after examination of 
Figs. 15 through 22. They are as follows0 
1. The side force produced increases. as the secondary stagnation 
pressure is increased (necessarily increasfaug the secondary 
weight flow rate), for a constant injection slot area0 
2* The side force produced increases as the injection slot area 
is increased (again increasing the secQnd8ry weight flow rate), 
for a constant secondary stagnation pressure. 
3* At larger injection skot areas (5s of primary nozzle throat area 
and above) th? 'c. side rorce increases for 10o upstream injection 
a5 compared to normal tijectio';le For sm~%ler Jnjectfon slot 
areas the angle CEC injection does not effect the sfde force 
produced.. 
4, The amplif'icati~n factor increase s as the retie of secondary 
to primary stwation pressures Is increased (necessarl3.y 
increasIng the secoxkry to primary weight flow rate ratio) 
for a constant ratio of injection slot area to nozzle throat 
area o 
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5* The amplification factor decreases 8s the secondary to primmy 
weight flow rate ratio is increi3sedp ror 8 cc3xitant secondary 
to primary stagnation pressure ratio. 
6. The amplification factor increases for lo* upstream injection 
as compared to normal injectisn, the greatest increese being 
8t the 1OWr pressuresl 
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Calculations are made utilizing two of the available theories, 
namely those presented in ($1 and (6), in which eqmtims have been 
developed for predicting the side force prduc& by secadary In- 
ject ml. The.results of the application of these theories using the 
same renditions aa reported iud, Chapter 3 for the experimental pmgmm 
me then compared with the exper&mMzl results* 
4.1 @W-ted Side Force Wlues According 
tic3 Selected Theories 
Two sf the theories retie-w& in Section lOlo due to Wu9 Chapkfs, 
and Wger (5) and BrdweU (61, are employed, after some modification, 
fop the determW&ion of the side force produced due to the inject%on 
of a secondary gas. Section 4,l.l is devoted to the theory and the 
calculated results (correkpondjpdg to the experfinental conditions re- 
ported hereinn) baa& on the bomdary layer separatfon theory due to 
m, at 2.d. (510 Sectim 4,1.2 dsaI!.s tith the theory and the calculated 
results based cm3 the blast wave theory due to B~oadwXL (6). 
4,lJ. Calculations Based on the 
BoundaryLayerModel 
The analysL~ reporteci in reference (5) has been appropriately 
mtiifted for the purposes of the present investigation by notigg that 
61 
the governing equations for mss9 momentum and energy of the primary 
and secondary streams9 as welJ. as the boundary co~ditio-s, remain the 
SaDleO The geometric relationsh@s for obtain- the point of separation 
and the area acted on by the shock are, of w3ursep altered for the present 
two=dQxnsional system. The fkUow3ng equations then result which-may 
be used in calculatkg the side force (symbols are defined in 
Appendkx I; Fig. 2 may also be seen). 
I b/p+1 P4 Y -1 g '1-q %s A4 2 A4) + +=- 0 * 'Xp 6 - pl-Al )] (4d 
k 
1 =$Jbl+<ps 
PO1 l+G -= 
pl (1 ,+ 3 G ) 
Pl l 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
-O.@KJ+ -1 
(5 = y -1 
l+-+-Kg 
(4.5) 
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% -= ,+x,j (1-K) Pl 2 + ( -up - 1) Mf (4.6) 
X = A4 (cot 6 + tan e) (49-n 
Fs = (pbl - pl) X + As Ps (1 + ‘6s 6) - P4 cos E (4.9) 
Equations 4.1 through 4.9 are nine equations involving nine unknowns. 
The side force is then calculated for the same values of the parameters, 
namely: 
1. the primary and secondary stagnation pressures, 
2. the primary and secondary stagnation temperatures, and 
3. the geometrical parameters 
as for the experiments reported in Section 3.2. The computed results 
are presented graphically in Figs. 23 through 30. 
Figure 23 presents the side force, FsJ plotted versus the secondary 
stagnatjon pressure, PO , with the slot area, As, as parameter, for normal 
S 
injection (see Fig. 15 which presents the corresponding experimental 
results). 
Figure 24 presents Fs plotted versus the secondary weight flow rate, 
63 
. 
ws9 with Pe as parameter, for normal injection (see Fig. 16 for 
experiment: results). 
Figures 25 and 26 present the corresponding results for injection 
at an angle of 10' measured upstream from a normalto the nozzle axis 
(see Figs. 17 and 18 for experimental results). 
Figure 27 presents the amplification factor, AK, plotted versus the 
ratio of the secondary to primsry stagnation pressures, PO /P 
OD 
with the 
S 
ratio of the areas of the injection slot to the throat of the irimary 
nozzle, As/At, as parameter, for normal injection (see Fig. 19 for 
experimental results). 
Figure 28 presents AK plotted versus the ratio of the secondary to 
primary weight flow rates, Gs/ip9 with PO /PO as parameter, for normal 
injection (see Fig. 20 for experimental rklfh). 
Figures 29 and 30 present the corresponding results for injection 
at an angle of 10' measured upstream from a normal to the nozzles axis 
(see Figs. 21 and 22 for experimental results). 
4LL.2 Calculations Based on the 
Blast Wave Theory 
The semi-empirical equations for the side force obtained (6) for 
the two-dimensional case are directly applicable to the present in- 
vestigation. They are repeated here for convenience. 
Fi = 0.50 (1 f (4.10) 
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*j = I: ds Va + (ps - pp) As ] COB E (4.W 
*iii = FL + *il (4.12) 
The results of the calculatiane based on equations 4.10, 4J.l and 
4.12 are presented graphically in Figs. 31thrcugh 38. 
Figure 3l presents the side force, Fs , plotted veraus the secondary 
stagnation pressure, PO , with the slot area, As, 8s parameter i-01* ExI& in- 
jection (see Pig. 15 &h presents the correspcuadbg experfmental results). 
Figure 32 presents Fs actted versus the seaondary might flow rate, 
5, with PO , as parameter, for nornml injection (see Ffgo 16 for 
eqnxbentaT results). 
Figures 33 and 34 present the correspakldbg results for Injection 
at an angle of 10' measured upstream from a nwmal to the nozzle axis 
(see Figs. 17 and 18 for experinnatal remlte)o 
FIgure 35 presents the am@ification factor, AK, plotted versus the 
ratio of the secondary to B stagnation ~srsures, PO /PO o with the 
z&do Of the areas of the bjection slot to the threat of the &bs%ry 
nozzle, As/At, as parameter, for noti injection (see Fig* 19 for 
experimental results). 
Figure 36 presents AK plotted verse the ratio of the secondary to 
primary weight flow rates,$ip, with PO /PO 8s parameter, for nopmal 
injectima (see Fig. 20 for experbental Lst&s). 
Figures 3'7 and 38 present the corresponding results for injecticn 
at an angle of 10' measured upstream from a nod to the nozzle axis 
(see Figs. 21 and 22 for experimental results). 
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4.2 Comparison of Measured and Calculated 
Side Force Values 
The results calculated on the basis of the appropriately modified 
theories due to Wu, et al. (5) and Broadwell (6) may be compared with 
the experimental results with respect to the influence of the fo3lowing 
parameters on the csttited side force, Fs, or amplification factor, AK: 
1. secondary stagnation pressure, P 
OS’ 
2. injection slot area, As, 
3* secondary stream weight flow rate, Gs, and 
4. the angle of injection, c:. 
The Fnfluence of the secondary stagnation pressure as determined 
by theory may be compared with the experimental results by reference 
to Fig. 39 where the side force, Fs, is plotted versus the secondary 
stagnation pressure, PO , with the injection slot area, As, as parameter, 
S 
for normal injection. 
Figure 40 presents the amplification factor, AK, plotted versus the 
ratio of secondary to primary stagnation pressures, PO /P 
OP 
, with the 
S 
ratio of the secondary slot area to the primary throat area, A /A s PBS 
parameter, for normal injection. 
Figures 41 and 42 present the corresponding results for injection 
at an angle of 10' measured upstream from a normal to the nozzle axis. 
Comparison of the theoretical and experlmental curves yields the 
following results. 
1. Fs versus PO 
8 
for different As. 
a. For large slot areas Broadwell's theory predicts higher 
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values of side thrust than measured experimentally 
( see curves 0 53 ,and SB 0 > in Fig. 39b 
As the slot area is decreased the experimental and theo- 
retical side force values approach each other. As the 
slot area is decreased further Broadwell's theory predicts 
lower values af side force than are measured expriment&lly 
( see cxarvtis lE 0 I and I.B 9 in Fig. 39). 0 
b. The theory of Wu,,et al breaks dan for the largest slot 
area examined experimentally. The largest slot area for 
which the analysis of Wu, et al produces results also is the 
slot area which compres most favorably with experLmental 
results (see curves 43 0 and 4i 0 in Fig. 39). For 
smaller values of slot area the results agree less favor- 
ably as evidenced by curves @  and @  inFig.39. 
2. Fs versus PO for different E. The angle of injection, c, has 
S 
the following effect on the two theories. 
a. Side force decreases as the angle of injection is Increased 
due to the theory of Broadwell. 
b. Side force increases as the angle af injection is increased 
according to the theory due to Wu, et al. 
Since ex@rimental results indicate that the side force increases 
as the angle of injection is increased it is apparent that 
Broadwell's theory is not in qualitative a@.-&ment with the 
experimental results while the analysisby Wu, etal does 
agree qualitatively, although not quantitatively, with the 
experimental results concerning the effect of the angle of' 
injection of the secondary gas, 
3. AK versus PO /PO for different As/At. Neither theory shorn 
S P 
the dependence of the slot area on the amplifics~tion factor 
for a given secondary to primary stwtion pressure ratio 
as is seen in the experimental results (see Fig. 40). It Is 
noted that, for the range of pressures investigated, the ampli- 
fication factor remains fairly constant for both theories, Wu's 
analysis predicting a slightly decreasing amplification factor 
with increasing secondary stagnation pressure and Broadwell's 
analysis predicting a slightly increasing amplification factor 
for an increasing secondary stagnation pressure* The same 
general conclusions can be made for injection 10' upstream. 
The influence of the weight flow rate of the secondary stream as 
determined from theory may be compared with the results of the experi- 
ments by reference to Figs. 43 through 46. These figures also indirectly 
reveal the influence of the secondary slot area. 
Figure 43 presents the side force, Fs, plotted versus the secondary 
weight flow rate, is, with the secondary stagnation pressure, PO , as 
S 
parameter, for injection nomaJ. to the axis of the primary nozzle. 
Figure.kk presents the amplification factor, AK, versus the ratio 
of the secondary to pr%mry weight flow rates, G /$ s P' tith secoadary to 
primry stagnation pressure ratio, PO /PO , as parameter, f6r nom&l. 
s P 
injection. 
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Figures 45 and 4.6 present the eorrespmdbg results for in- 
jection at an angle of 10' measured upstream of a normal to the nozzle 
axis. 
Colqparison of the %heoretical aud experLmental curves yields the 
following results. 
1. Fs WXSUS fis &3X di&%X& PO . The two theories presented 
M-~~~~,~~Yze~~~..-~lr .S 
her&n do not show -Ike san~e dependence of the secondary 
stugzMAon pressure on the side fame prmkced for given 
values of the secmdary weight f90~ rate t&t is evident in 
the expsxJnxmta1 resuJ.ta. With refeseance to Fig. 4'3 it is noted 
that exp~311~r&LLly detzrn~ned mIlws of side f%xce are 
greater thnn th~:z! ,af khcory for Xgh o@conda-ry stag- 
zizkim po2ssuj.w; ax3 1~s:; for 207 scscxx~a~~ c$=agn4-2im -1 
pressures. It appears th8;t at a value Of sec13Adar-y stagnation 
presure of qprzbatcsLy 70 peAa the theor&ical and exper%- 
mnr;&j- pes?Jyk;s &gr:eee The same gemmaJ. remarks pertain to JXX- 
jec:t-L 0x-i at 30” upslre~ of 23. un:ma 30 -B;ha nmzh &xia. 
2. AK versus Gs/G for awfareEt PO bp4 0 The effect of the 
oemcsS= SAL 
sec033aw to pr3nw-y stagnatim presmra ratio that is apparent 
in the expertmental results is not pre9icted by- elthtx- of the 
two theorfee as is evi&eBT" in Figo 4.k. It appears that as the 
secondary weight flow rate i, * immzased the theoretical and 
experimental vKLz3s & the iwpl.iffratko3 factor agree more 
closely. The same general euz~lusbns are applicable to in& 
jection at m aragle of 19" upstream. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
Nhilethe e~riment+l programreportedhereinneeds further 
e%tmsion, several ti the parameters affectkg thmst &&m control 
by seccm2ax-y gas injection have 'been systematically investig&xd tith 
the result that useful conclusioas can be made regardTng their Importance0 
B addition, the calculated results based on both of the theorfes pre- 
sently available for computing the sfde force produced under given 
operatw conditions are compared tith crxperinmrt to determ3ne under 
what conditions they describe with reasonable correctness the in= 
flumce of various parameters. 
Yne following two section8 present the cmclus~ons that ITBY be 
dmwn from the experQue&al and the theoretical results. Some f'urther 
A.nvestigations, both experimental and theore5ical are suggested i3,n 
SectiQn 5.3. 
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5.1 'Zxperimental Results 
From the results of the diagnostic obsenrations and the detailed 
measurements of flow parameters, the following conclusions may be stated. 
1. No particular flow pattern can be identified as being 
universally applicable in the region upstream of the point of 
injection. Such an absence of a typical pattern of flow is 
noticeable when only the weight flow rate of the secondary gas 
is changed, all other parameters remaining constant. 
26 When the weight flow rate of the secondary gas is small, up 
to one percent of the primary weight flow rate, ,the shock 
appears to originate immediately upstream of the point of in- 
jection with a small associated separated region. 
3. When a definite shock formation is observed, for secondary 
weight flow rates greater than one percent of the primary weight 
flow rate, the shock (for the two-dimensional case) pattern 
produced is made up of a strong oblique shock originating at 
the upstream edge of the separated region, a weaker oblique 
shock originating near the point of maximum penetration of the 
secondary jet into the primary stream and an oblique shock 
originating downstream of the injection slot. 
4. The position of the shock system produced by the injection of 
a secondary gas into a supersonic stream is governed by the 
momentum of the secondary jet, all other parameters remaining 
constant. 
5. The pressure in the seperated region is not constant, except 
perhaps when the secondary gas static pressure at the entrance 
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to the primary nozzle is equal to the boundary layer 
separation pressure. 
6. The amplification factor,.defined as the ratio of the effective 
specific impulse of the secondary stream to the specific im- 
pulse of the undisturbed primary stream, 
a. decreases as the weight flow rate increases, for a con- 
stant secondary stagnation pressure, 
b. increases as the secondary stagnation pressure increases, 
for a constant iKljeCtiOI3 slot area, 
cm increases as the angle of injection measured upstream of 
a normal to the axis is increased, a19 other parameters 
remaining constant, and 
d. from exploratory results of experiments conducted tith 
hekfim as the injectant, increases as the ratio of the 
secondary gas to primary gas molecular weight decreases, 
whllch w%LLd be expected. 
The ;Pokloting eonc?-usims may be made XegaXdkg the th?oretica~ 
models proposed in Scotion 1.1. 
1. 'For reasonably large flow rates of the Secondary fluid, 
which may be eu@oyed iEl practical thrust vector codxcd 
6ch~me8, the mettrod o.f computbg the side force as given 
by Tkl ( et aI (3&l)(5) appears to be the most satisfactory 
to date. 
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2 . . 
3. 
4 ‘. 
In such conditions as stated under item 1, 5t is still 
necessary to modify the model in the light of 
a. the modifications to the shock patt.ern as observed by 
Charwat and Allegre (l%&.)(9) and 
b; the modifications that are necessary in the mixing zone 
downstream of the point of injection. 
When the flow rate is considerably reduced below that con- 
sidered in item lp the model due to Zukoski and Spaid (1%4)(a) 
appears to be satisfactory. 
The linearized flow model due to Walker) et al (1962)(2) is 
applicable only for extremely small flow rates of the 
secondary gas0 
The parametric analysts established that, in addition to the 
prameters investigated and reported here%n , the axial position of in- 
jection (or freestream Mach n-umber at the point of injeCtion) and the 
secondary gas properties are Lcfluential an determLni.ng the effective- 
ness of gaseous secondary injection thrust vector control. Therefore, 
the effect of those parameters should be fnvestigated. 
Several modifications of the experimental apparatus should be 
made, however, befare further experiments are conducted. These 
modifications and/or add'itions are as follows. 
1. The number of wall pressure taps both upstream and downstream 
of the injection slot should be increased to facilitate: 
am upstream - detematioa of the point of boundary layer 
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separation and a more accurate determination of the 
pressure distribution in the separated region, and 
b. downstream - a more accurate determination of the static 
pressure innnediately downstream of the port and in the 
region of the apparent origin of the downstream shock to 
provide information as to the cause of this shock (it may 
be recalled that in Section 3.1 the shock was attributed 
to either boundary layer separation due to the adverse 
pressure gradient and/or the supersonic flow being turned 
by the wall.). 
2. Appropriate static and total pressure probes should be included 
at the exit plane of the nozzle to determine what effect ino 
jection of a secondary gas has on the axial thrust of the 
nozzle. 
3* Devices for the measurement of the concentration of the 
secondary stream should be added. Those measurements, together 
with visual observations, will contribute to a better under- 
standing of the mixing taking place and the ability or in- 
ability of the primary flow to turn the injected gas back 
toward the wall 
It mcry be surmised that with such additional data, more appropriate 
theoretical models laay be determined and identified for different flow 
conditions. 
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injeution slot area 
8mplification factor 
side force contribution from blast wave analy~ia 
momentum thrust Of seoondary jet 
side forae 
ratio 09 effectivr speuific -se of injectant to 
specific imptlse~of injectant for sonia flow into 8 
v8cuum 
emperical constant = 0.55 
Mach nuniber 
Wch ntier of priplary stream at point of injection 
stagn8tlon pressure 
radius of nozzle wall curvature at the throat 
ratio of induced shock wave radius at exit plane 
of nozzle to duct diameter 
injectian slot width 
stagnationtempsrature 
g8B velocity 
weight flow rate 
weight flow ratio to choke supersonic eteam 
axial length of bleparated region uprtremn of injection 
p0r-t 
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a = 
h = 
L = 
ll 3 
P = 
X,Y = 
Greek Synibols 
Subscritis 
a = 
bl = 
e = 
1,P = 
39s =: 
0 = 
t =I 
acoustic velocity 
penetration height of secondary gas into supersonic 
stream 
axial distance from injection slot to exit plane 
of nozzle 
mass flow rate 
static pressure 
coordinates of nozzle 
Bbchangle 
oblique shock angle 
angle of tijecticm measured upstream from a normal 
to the nozzle axis 
specific heat ratio 
molecular weight 
anibient conditions 
boundary layer separation conditions 
conditions at exit plane 
primsry stream conditions 
secondary stream conditions 
stagnation conditions 
conditions at the throat 
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APmNDIx II 
SUEXRSONIC NOZZLF:DESIGN 
A uniform discharge, Mch 2.0, two-dimensional nozzle was em- 
ployed for the secondary injection studies. The nozzle was designed to 
produce an exit section with a height of 6 inches and a uniform width 
of 2 inches. 
Several methods are available for two-dimensional perfect nozzle 
design. The more accepted theories are included in a report by 
Thompson (11;) along with axi-symmetric perfect nozzle design and opti- 
mization techniques for axisymmetric nozzles. 
The choice of theories to be used was somewhat arbitrary. Pre- 
vious nozzle designs at this laboratory (15) indicated that Foelsch's 
method of design was superior to Friedrich's method in the supersonic 
portion of the nozzle. Therefore, the nozzle MS divided into three 
regions (see Fig. 47) for design purposes as follows: 
1. subsonic to sonic contour by Friedrich's method, 
2. initial expansion to obtain radial source flow at the in- 
flection point by simple wave theory, and 
3. the straightening portion to obtain parallel uniform Mach 
2.0 flow at the exit section by Foelsch's method. 
The three regions HIJ. be discussed separately in the following sections. 
Before discussing the design it should be noted that calculations 
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were made on the IBM 7090 computer with results being obtained in the 
form of the x coordinate (axial) as the independent variable with the y 
coordinate, design Mach number and slope with respect to the x axis as 
dependent variables. 
Determination of the Subsonic to Sonic Nozzle 
Contour (Friedrich's Method) 
The Friedrich's method for perfect nozzle design is based on 
assuming a somewhat arbitrary velocity distribution along the nozzle 
axis and expressing the state properties of the flow field adjacent to 
the axis in terms of a series. 
The method consists essentially of applying a necessary correction 
to a one-dimensional compressible flow analysis to account for the two- 
dimensional effect introduced by the use of a finite length. These 
corrected equations are in the form of a power series whose first 
terms are the one-dimensional approximations. 
The equations obtained will not be repeated here. The reader is 
referred to reference (14) for a complete listing of the pertinent 
equations. Although algebraic, these equations are quite complicated 
but ideally suited for computer calculation. 
Determination of the Initial Expansion Section 
The use of Foelsch's method for the straightening portion of the 
nozzle wall contour assumes the existence of source flow on a circular 
arc passing through the inflection point I-I' (see Fig. 48) with the 
apparent center of the source flow at point 0. The shape of the 
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FIG. 48 INITIAL EXPANSION REGION OF THE NOZZLE 
expansion contour should be such that: 
1. it turns the flow a sufficient amount to give the desired 
conditions at the arc I-I', 
2. it produces a flow which is as near to source flow as 
possible at the arc I-I', and 
3. at point I, as well as at the throat, the nozzle coordinates, 
slopes, and Mach numbers match with these same parameters 
calculated with the aid of Foclsch's and Friedrich's method, 
respectively. 
It may be recalled that to each point in a supersonic flow there 
is assigned a turning angle which is the sum of the characteristics 
through that point. It may be shown that (for the two-dimensional case) 
the shortest possible perfect nozzle may be obtained if the angle, 
32 ( see Fig. 48) is one-half the turning angle assigned to the Mach 
number at the exit section of the nozzle. In other words the angle 
the contour makes with respect to the x axis at the inflection point, 
I, must be equal to or greater than one-half the total turning angle 
assigned to the exit Mach number. For the nozzle design reported 
herein the minimum value was employed. 
Referring to Fig. 48, OSII'S' is the region of source flow with 
the origin.at 0 and the sonic line the arc S-S'. It is apparent that 
the sonic line in a nozzle is not curved as is the arc SS'. It may be 
assumed that the sonic line produced by Friedrich's method is straight. 
The conversion of the circular flow section into a plane flow section 
may be accomplished by bending the portion of the nozzle wall addaccnt 
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II 
to the throat into any smooth convex pave Wl.2 tangent to the rest 
of the wall at I and ha-v- at the throat a tqent parallel to the x 
E&.5. For ContinuLty reasms the cross-sectMna1 area at the throat 
must be equal to the area of the circular section. 
It is convenient to let the curve WI5 in Fig. 48 be the arc of a 
circle having radius R and center at U2" R can then be chosen thereby 
locating point I. For the design reported herein the x coordtiate of 
point I was chosen as 3 inches (tith respct-to the throat) which 
corresponded to a radzLus, R3 of approx5matePy 13 Rnches. Given RP the 
x coordinate of I and the s&pe of the contour at point I the coordinates 
of the expansion por-tMn of the nuzzle are known0 
Although this region is n& a s-e wave regfon, approximate 
values ai' the Mach 89u&er c&respo~~~~ to partLcuL3r posfti0ns along 
the coatour may be fmmd by m3sumbg simple wave flow. The equations 
employed for simple wave flow are reported in reference (S4), 
1 
It is a ~~wx=-&L theorem that 0uLLy a ~0~3 of s$nrpPe waves may be 
patched to a unif'srm9 paraUeJ! flow, icee the coz&Cur IQ,OeO in Ffg. 48 
must be curved such that all Sef%-ruzu waves that &rikc it are 
canc@lled. This 9s acmmpUsb& by c-urvw the wall toward the nozzle 
axis, the curvatyure of the waJ2 belong the same as that of a streamlIne 
'mov3ng along the wall uder the ir&'lucnce of waves from the opposite 
wallcl 
Since region EZQ... is a s5mpl.e wave region it is a relatively 
simple task to determ3ze the catour of the straighten- portion of 
the nozzle. The appropriate equations are presented In reference (14) 
and will sot be repeated here. 
Selected Cqcwdinates of the Nozzle Co&G 
As was stated before the calculations were conducted using the 
IBI 7090 computer. Table 4 presents some selected coordInatea of the 
nozzle along with the calculated Mach number and slope of the nozzle 
measured with respect to the nozzle axis. The values of the y ccordi- 
nate are measured from the nozzle centerline so that in Table 4 the 
origin of the coordinate system is located at the intersection of the . 
upstream edge and the centerline of the nozzle. 
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x (inches) y (inches) 
0.0 
0.5 
1.0 
105 
2.0 
2.5 
3-o 
22 
4.5 
500 
505 
66:; 
;:; 
78 $52 
815 
;:; 
lO*O 
10.5 
11.0 
ll.5 
12.0 
12.5 
1300 
1305 
14.0 
1405 
1500 
1505 
16.0 
16.5 
17eo 
1705 
18.0 
18.5 
19.0 
1905 
lg.722 
2.500 0.461 
2.407 0.4@ 
2.319 o-513 
2.238 0.541 
2.164 0.571 
2.097 00601 
2.036 0.634 
1.982 0.668 
10933 0,704 
1.892 0.741 
1,857 0.780 
1.828 0.820 
1.806 0.862 
1.799 0.905 
1.781 0.949 
10778 0.995 
1.778 1.000 
1.785 1.130 
1.812 1.220 
1.857 1.304 
1.922 1.382 
2.oq 1.458 
2.111 10533 
2.223 ~581 
2.325 lo619 
2.417 1.654 
2.500 1.687 
2.575 10717 
2.642 10745 
2.703 10771 
2.756 10796 
2.804 1.820 
2.845 1.842 
2.882 1.864 
2.912 1,884 
2m8 1.904 
20959 1.923 
2*976 1.941 
2 .gaa 1.954 
2.996 10977 
3.000 10993 
3.000 2.000 
Table 4 
&J$ctcd :oo-yd,Jnatcs of the Nozzle Contour 
?&ch Number Wall angle with 
respect to axis (degrees) 
Not calculated 
for subsonic 
portion 
000 
10945 
4.115 
6.291 
80474 
10 0674 
12.886 
12.092 
10.943 
Ez 
81086 
7267 
6.494 
54777 
p 0092 
40446 
30831 
3.241 
2.690 
2.152 
lo626 
1.13 
.0.651 
0.2q 
3.000 
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APPENDIX III 
CALIBRATION 
Prior to gaseous injection the nozzle was checked to insure that 
it produced shock-free flow. Early tests indicated that a series of 
shocks originated immediately downstream of the nozzle inflection point. 
These shocks were clearly visible in shadowgraphs. It was determined 
that 
made 
Hand 
with 
during the polishing, a series of depressions were inadvcrtantly 
in the contour immediately downstream of the injection point. 
filing removed the depressions and eliminated the shocks. 
Once the shocks were eliminated the actual Mach number was checked 
the design Mach number down the nozzle. This was accomplished by 
measuring the wall static pressure at different axial positions and 
calculating the Mach number using the isentropic relationship 
x 
z 
P 
=(l+T X=1$) 3 (TIM) 
These values were then compared with the Mach numbers calculated during 
the nozzle design. Figure 49 is a plot of the design and measured 
Mach numbers versus the axial distance from the entrance of the nozzle, 
The mccsured values are average values for 12 different tests. 
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- 
AXIAL DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE .ENTRANCE (INCHES) 
FIG. 49 COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED MACH 
NUMBERS 
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